As a result, these environments suffer from poor collective communication performance.
For example, a broadcast that is implemented using a TCP or point-to-point UDP over a LAN is obviously inefficient as it is not utihzing the fact that most LANs are baaed on a broadcast medium. In this paper, we present an efficient design and implementation of the Collective Communication Library in MPI (MPI-CCL) that is optimized for clusters of workstations. In particular, we demonstrate the implementation on a tra-. ditional 10Mbit Ethernet-based LAN. We note here that the Permission to make d~git:~l/h:ird c,~pies of all or part of this materi:d without fee is grzntcd provided tlmt the copies tire nol mw-ie or dislrilouted for profit or commercial advantnge, the ACM copyri:ht/server notice, the title of the. publicatmn and its d:~te appcxtr, and nolicc is given that copyright is by permission of the Associ~tion h]r Computing Machiner), Inc. (ACM). To copy otherwise, to rcpublish,tn post on servers or to ideas presented in this paper can be easily extended to any redistribute to lists, requires specific permissi (>] 2. Take advantage of the multicast/broadcsst capabilities offered by the lower layers.
3. Move the packets from kernel buffers into user level buffers and free kernel buffers as soon as possible. This minimizes the chances that packets are dropped due to the lack of free buffers.
Drop unwanted
packets as soon as possible and with a minimum overhead.
As a result URTP is implemented as a combhation of a kernel extension and a user-level library.
Most of the protocol code is in the user-level library. This decision made the implementation easier without a significant performance degradation (see [16] ). The kernel extension part enables fast processing (dropping) of multicast packets at processors that are not part of the target set and also reduces the inter-processor communication overhead between processes.
Protocol Description
The issues and requirements that we consider while designing the protocol are as follows:
1. Packet ordering properties: we require reliable pointto-point and multicast FIFO. Point-to-point and multicast packets respect the same order. The fact that a packet was sent by a point-to-point send or a multicast is invisible to the layers above URTP; the same call is used to receive it.
2. Buffer management on the sender side: since the broadcast domain in the LAN Data-Link layer is not reliable, the sender keeps a copy of each packet sent, until every processor in the target set haa (implicitly) acknowledged its receipt.
3. Buffer management on the receiver side: since the broadcast domain is not reliable, some packets may be lost.
For performance reasons we buffer all "useful" data packets at the receiving side, even when a gap is detected.
Detection
of packet loss on the receiver side: given the semantics of the global program we can detect a packet loss (or delay) when a receive is issued from the MPI-CCL layer. In addition, packet loss can be detected by violation of FIFO ordering at the receiver.
URTP uses a modified version of the sliding-window protocol. Since we expect to have many groups of varying sizes it is important to have sequence number management associated with every pair of processors.
Namely, every senderreceiver pair has a counter associated with it. Because every processor can act as a sender and receiver there will be two counters for every processor pair. Point-to-point packets will contain the current value of the counter associated with the (sender, receiver) pair, Multicast packets will cont sin a counter value for every processor in the target set. These numbers correspond to the pairs (sender,~eceiver,) for each receiver, in the target set. After a packet is sent all the counters whose values were used in the packet are incremented by one. As a result, the numbers used for point-to-point and multicast packets sent from processor z' to processor j are generated by the same counter. All the necessary packetization is handled by the upper (MPI-CCL) layer; a U RTP packet always translates into exactly one LAN packet.
The MPI-CCL layer manages the sending buffers. URTP is passed a pointer to the buffer containing the packet to be sent /multicast together with a call-back function. The function will be called (to free the buffer) when acknowledgements for the packet are received from all the destination processors in the target set (point-to-point packets have only one destination); the address of the buffer is passed as a parameter, For a good performance, the recommended size of the sending buffer pool in MPI-CCL is (p -l)W, where p is the number of machines in the configuration and W is the window size. This guarantees that the sender won't ever run out of sending buffers.
All those buffers are in user space (pageable memory) and layers using URTP can implement their own buffer management policies.
To prevent deadlock, each processor must be able to increase its sending buffer pool to the recommended size. The receiving buffers are managed by URTP. For simplicity, current URTP implementation allocates (p -1) W + c buffers, where p and W are defined as before and c is a small constant.
Among the buffers, (p -l)W are required for the URTP data packets and c are used for the URTP control packets (e.g. ACK, REQ).
(Other implementations using fewer buffers are possible, such as having a "reserved buffer"
for the critical packet from each processor.)
A pointer to the received packet and a call-back function are passed to the MPI-CCL layer as the result of a receive call from MPI-CCL. The call-back function must be called by MPI-CCL layer after it finishes using the buffer (i.e., processing the packet ). The buffers are all in user space (pageable memory) and are the size of the maximum LAN packet. A packet can be acknowledged as soon as it reaches a URTP buffer. If the number of received and unacknowledged packets reaches a threshold then an ACK packet will be sent to the sender (m in [5]). As already evident, the receive call has a rather unusual semantics: data is not returned in a buffer supplied by the MPI-CCL layer, A pointer to a buffer in the receiving buffer pool is returned instead. The packet is copied twice before it reaches the URTP buffer: first from the network adapter card memory into a kernel buffer and second from the kernel buffer to the URTP buffer, (The assembled message will be further copied from U RTP buffers into the user's buffer in the MPI program by the MPI-CCL layer.) A protocol using an average of little more than one data copy per message is described in [7] but it works only for large data transfers.
URTP is intended to be used for both small and large data transfers.
In addition, URTP has the following mechanisms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3.2
A REQ packet is a point-to-point communication requesting a specific packet from a source. It implicitly acknowledges all previous packets.
When a processor receives a REQ packet for a data packet which has been sent earlier, it sends the requested data packet again using point-to-point send (even if the original data packet was sent through multicast).
When the REQ refers to an unsent data packet (in which case the receiver is ahead of the sender) the REQ is simply ignored.
A timeout mechanism is used to ensure the delivery of a REQ packet and of the requested data packet. The timeout process stops when the requested packet arrives.
ACKS and REQs are sent using point-to-point communication.
Security
is guaranteed (within the limits imposed by the LAN).
URTP packets cannot be received or sent by processors that are not in the process group defined for the "MPI world".
Because URTP is intended for parallel applications running over local (and relatively secure) networks no additional security enforcing mechanisms were implemented,
Performance of U RTP
The main objectives of our design and implementation of URTP with respect to performance are low processor overhead, low latency and high effective bandwidth. To reduce the overhead at the sender side, we drop the too-early REQ packet in kernel space. To reduce the overhead at the receiver side, we drop the unnecessary multicast packets (for which the receiver is not in the target group) in kernel space. ery Ethernet packet received, the kernel allocates an mbuf to store it, The size of an mbuf is 256 bytes but only about half of it is used to store incoming data. When packets are too large to fit into an mbuf, an extension (a page of 4K bytes) is allocated and linked to the mbuf. We also measured the overhead to receive a UDP packet up to the user level to be between 400 and 600 psecs.
The overhead to receive a URTP packet decreases if many packets are transferred from kernel buffers to user space in the same system call. Even for the worst case, where only one packet is transferred in a system call, the overhead (not including the processing associated with the sliding window protocol) is about 100 psecs less than that of UDP (which is unreliable transport). Figure 4 shows the one-way latency of a packet between two processors, measured at the user level,
We aim to keep the number of control packets low, for instance, by using block ACKS and by using REQs for implicit ACKS of earlier packets.
For In addition, we also use rnultireceive in which a processor blocks until the next packet from each processor in a specified set is received.
Throughout this section, we let &f be the message size of the send buffer or receive buffer, whichever is smaller. For instance, M is the size of the user send buffer for MPI-Allgather and MPI_Gather, and is the size of the user receive buffer for MPI-Scatter.
We let m be the maximum MPI-CCL packet size (which is the data size a maximum URTP packet can hold) and p be the number of processors in the processor group. Figure  5 shows the measured times of MPI-Beast as a function of the message size. Note that once the message size is greater than 1 Kbyte, doubling the message size roughly doubles the number of packets, and hence the broadcast time. Figure 6 shows the same measured times but with a linear scale on the Y axis.
From the figure, broadcasting one packet takes about 1 to 4 msecs. Figure  8 shows the same measured times for up to 1 Kbyte messages, but with a linear scale on the Y axis. Figure 9 shows the times of MPI.Allgather of a 64 Kbyte message as a function of the number of workstations using slow subset. Figure  10 shows the times of MPI_Allgather of a 64 Kbyte message as a function of k (defined earlier) on 4 workstations, It can be seen from the figure that the optimal value of k is around 4, and there is a significant improvement by increasing k from 1 to 2. We also observed from our experiment that the optimal value of k generally decreases as the number of processors increases, as expected,
We expect to further reduce MPI_Allgather time by fine tuning k.
MP1-Scatter and MP1-Gather
MPI-Scatter and MPI-Gather are the dual operations of each other. In MPI-Scatter, the root has an array ofp blocks of data of the same size initially and wishes to distribute the Lth block of data to the i-th processor in the group. In MPI-Gather, each node in the group has a block of data, all of the same size, initially.
The goal is to collect (concatenate without reduction) all p blocks into the root. On most parallel systems, they are implemented with similar algorithms, running in reverse of each other.
Since we have a rntdticast interface, MPI-Scatter for small messages is implemented by packing them into one packet and multicasting the packet to all related processors.
In Figures  11 and 12 In fact the problem is harder than the consensus problem because it cannot be solved, even when it is guarant eed that no process will fail (cf. [1 O]). Fortunately, we do not need to solve this problem because we are assured that all the useful work of the application has been performed if only one processor successfully returns from the MPI-Barrier call. In practice, we have observed that having each processor sleep for p seconds after MPI_Barrier is sufficiently long to provide a very high probability of normal termination for all processors. A typical PolyFEM problem has a vector length about 110000 elements and the sparsity of the matrix is about 0.02Y0.
Since the minimal required memory to run PolyFEM is too large for our available environment, we ha~-e reduced the vector length by factors of 25 and 100, respectively, for our experiments. Figure  16 shows The second application is a dense matrix-matrix multiplication: C +--A x Il.
We assume that the two input matrices A and B are partitioned into p column blocks (where p is the number of processors) and the i-th block is allocated to processor i initially.
Also, the final matrix should be distributed in a similar manner.
In order for processor i to compute its final submatrix, the i-th column block of C, it needs the entire matrix A. Thus, an MPI-Allgather is required among the p processors. Figure  18 compares the measured times of the dense mat rix-mat rix mult implication using two implementations: one is written in MPI and runs on our MPI-CCL/URTP/LAN environment, and another is written in IBM M PL and runs on UDP/LAN environment. Due to some practical constraint, the former was measured on a set of slower and heterogeneous IBM RS/6000's while the latter was measured on a set of faster and homogeneous IBM RS/6000's. The difference in the raw processor speed is evident from the one processor case from the figure.
However, even with the disadvantage of processor speeds and heterogeneity, the timings on 2 and 4 processors based on our new URTP protocol are still faster than their corresponding timings based on IBM MPL using UDP. Figure 19 shows the running times (taken from the average of 100 runs) on 1, 2 and 4 processors, respectively, for three different matrix sizes. Figure  20 shows the corresponding speedups.
As before, the one processor case is measured from the original sequential code. Note that for N x N matrices, the communication cost per processor grows as 0(N2 ) and the total computation cost grows as 0(N3 ). Clearly, the speedup increases as the matrix size increases. In fact, some data points in the speedup figure are better than linear speedup probably due to substantially fewer cache misses and page faults wit h more processors. 
